
Lesson -4 

The lost chicken 

Sub:- ENGLISH 

ORAL 

1. Why do you think mother hen says, “ Don’t go out alone.” ? 

Ans. Mother hen says, “don’t go out alone because she loves her little babies very much . 

2. Why do you think  smiley walks out of the house without asking his mother ? 

Ans. Smiley walks out of the house without asking his mother because he is very naughty . 

Multiple choice questions 

Tick [✓] the correct answer in each . 

1. How is smiley different from spotty and sweety ? 

(a) He is big.      [ ]  (b)  he is quick .   [ ]      (c)  He wants to go and see the outside world .  [✓] 

 

2. Why does smiley like the outside world ? 

(a) The air is dirty.     [ ] (b) there are many people.    [ ] (c) the air is so fresh and there is so 

much to see. [✓] 

3. Who carries smiley home ? 

(a) a mouse      [ ] (b) a man   [✓].    ( c) a mother hen  [ ] 

Written 

1. Fill in the blanks correctly. 

A hen has three chickens . The three chickens sleep under her wings at night . They hop in the 

garden during the day . 

2. What are the names of the three chickens ? 

Ans. The names of the three chickens are sweety , spotty and smiley . 

3. Whose does smiley meet in the outside world ? 

Ans. Smiley meets a horse and a man in the outside world . 

4. Why does smiley want to go back home ? 

Ans. Smiley wants to go back because he is hungry. 

Think and answer 

1. Match the name to its correct description . 

Smiley – naughty 

Sweety – obedient 

Mouse – rude 

Horse – kind 

Mother hen – loving 

2. Why do you think the horse says, “ don’t walk on the street alone.”? 

Ans. The horse says, “ don’t walk on the street alone because he is so small. 

3. Do you think we should be naughty and not listen to our elders? 



Ans. No, we should not be naughty we should obey our elders. 

Speak 

B. Read the clues and complete these words by writing SW or ck on the blanks. 

1. It is a bird .          Sw allow . 

2. It is the opposite of front .           Ba Ck. 

3. You wear this with your shoes . So ck s 

4. You use a broom for this . Sw eep. 

5. You get it with a key .         Lo ck . 

6. It happens when it is hot.         Sw eat. 

Learn new words 

A. Make new sentences by using words from the box in place of words in red. 

[ stairs , mangoes , coffee , camel, book , cage ] 

1. The tiger is sleeping in his den. - cage. 

2. The children are eating apples -mangoes. 

3. Rohan is sitting on a horse - camel. 

4. Amita is reading a letter- book. 

5. Rima is making tea-coffee . 

6. Arif is climbing the tree- stairs. 

B. Look at the pictures and tick (✓) the correct words . Remember , one and more 

than one . 

🌲 – tree 

🐈🐈- cats 

👗- dress 

🖌️-brush 

Marbles 

🐕🐕🐕- puppies 

C. Now , change these words to more than one . 

⚽.                                ⚽⚽⚽ 

Ball                                      balls 

Table- table’s                         baby- babies 

Dish – dishes                          bus – buses 

Cup- cups.                                 Class- classes 


